
 
 

The Dead Report is a zombie horror genre news and media review podcast. 

We watch zombie movies, read zombie comics, go to zombie events and report 
on zombie news from around the web.  Whenever possible, we interview the 
filmmakers, artists, performers or participants involved. 

A typical episode features four segments (called packages) anchored by a host, 
who in turn reads the news and delivers editorial pieces.  Ever seen 'The Daily 
Show'? It's just like that, except we only talk about zombie stuff. 

Because The Dead Repot is a HD video podcast, we like to use as much moving 
media as possible.  Here are some of the technologies we like: 

• HD Video for covering live events such as zombie walks, zombie 
flash mobs, behind the scenes of zombie features in production, 
keynote and public speaking events by zombie authors and artists, 
live zombie theater, etc. 

• MiniDV/DVCam (standard definition digital video) to record 
interviews; for both sit down and reporter-on-the-scene interviews 
and B-Roll. 

• Screen capture video; (iShowU, SnapZpro, Copernicus- all Mac. 
Camstasia, Fraps for Windows) captures directly off your screen to 
record things like navigating a zombie website, playing flash based 
online games, PC games, streaming web video, Google earth of an 
event location, etc. 

• Still photos with pan and zoom animation techniques (the so-called 
'Ken Burns' effect) for comic book scans, book covers, zombie art, 
event and convention photos, etc. 

• Webcam (like an Apple iSight; 720x480 preferred, 320x240 
minimum) for reporter's on camera review of a movie, game, 
comic, etc. Okay for remote interviews via video chat. 

• Skype for audio interviews, or video interviews whenever possible. 
Skype audio can be recorded with one of these applications: 
http://www.voip-sol.com/15-apps-for-recording-skype-
conversations/ 

• Landline telephone. This is seriously bare minimum.  You'll need to 
have or make a telephone to 1/8" audio interface. Don't bother 
trying to record a cell call, it sounds awful. 

 

http://www.voip-sol.com/15-apps-for-recording-skype-conversations/


 
 

PEOPLE 
There are several roles that a contributor can take on at The Dead Report: 

• Correspondent; A video blogger who regularly contributes 
commentary and reviews about zombie related media and/or news. 

• Reporter; Gathers video of events and shoots B-Roll. Collects 
jpegs and Quicktime movies for an editor to build a piece from. 
Reporter will write the VO for their package. 

• Editor; Compiles footage gathered by reporters, records VO when 
necessary, animate jpegs, create titles, compresses and uploads 
video package. 

• Producer; A reporter who edits their own material and can deliver 
a complete package.  In short, an awesome individual. 

 
 

STYLE 
There are some style guidelines that you can use to maintain a cohesive with 
the rest of the show: 

• Proper names (people, movie titles, game titles, etc.)  should use the 
font 'Bauhaus93' 70 point size. It can be downloaded free here: 

http://www.typenow.net/files/B/bauhaus93.zip 

http://www.holo2100.org/coolstuff/bauhs93.zip 

http://www.sobi.org/bauhaus/font/bauhs93.TTF 

• Job titles, subtitles, or long URL's should use 'Arial Black'. No 
smaller than 48pt. 

• The lower 3rd bar should be 65x720 px, 60% opacity, 45% gray 
(hex color #999999) 

• Background GFX should be animated.  Livetype and Motion offer 
some cool 720p backgrounds.  We have a PDF walkthrough for help. 

You can save time and effort by just downloading and using the template 
in the "TDR producer's kit" folder. For the most recent revision, e-mail 
producer@thedeadreport. 

 

http://www.typenow.net/files/B/bauhaus93.zip
http://www.holo2100.org/coolstuff/bauhs93.zip
http://www.sobi.org/bauhaus/font/bauhs93.TTF


 

LINKS 
These are some of our very favorite zombie blogs and websites; the "TDR 
Producer's kit" includes an HTML file that you might want to import into your 
browser's bookmarks bar to follow the latest zombie news around the web. 

ZombieWorldNews.com ;  a humor website that delivers daily news 
within a fictional zombie ridden world. 

Goog:creature-corner.com ; a Google search for “Zombie” on creature-
corner.net 

Zombiefreak.com; a great collection of flash based zombie media 
is collected here. 

 Zombos Closet of Horror Blog; a horror movie and media blog with a lot 
of zombie entries. 

 Gospel of the Living Dead; the blog of Kim Paffenroth, author of Gospel 
of the Living Dead and the fiction novel 
Dying to Live. 

 Zombie-A-GoGo; Great in-depth interviews and op-ed pieces, 
and links to zombie fiction.  

Zomploitation Blog; a vast collection of zombie movie reviews, 
their goal is to watch every zombie movie 
ever made! 

The Zombie Notes Newsgroup; a comprehensive archive of zombie news 
and reviews collected from around the web 

 News of the Dead; an amazing blog.  Everything zombie all the 
time. 

 Bloodee.com; a ‘Digg’-like horror related blog, has many 
zombie entries in it’s tag cloud. 

The Zombie Review; a horror film and fiction review site and blog. 

zombieworldnews.com
http://www.google.com/search?as_q=zombies&hl=en&num=10&btnG=Google+Search&as_epq=&as_oq=&as_eq=&lr=&as_ft=i&as_filetype=&as_qdr=all&as_nlo=&as_nhi=&as_occt=any&as_dt=i&as_sitesearch=creature-corner.com&as_rights=&safe=images
http://zombiefreak.com
http://www.zomboscloset.com
http://gotld.blogspot.com
http://zombie-a-gogo.blogspot.com
http://zomploitation.blogspot.com
http://zombienotesnewsgroup.blogspot.com
http://notd.permutedpress.com
http://www.bloodee.com
http://thezombiereview.com

